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textual criticism is not an end in itself but also bears on the meaning of the text.
He also demonstrates the synergistic relationship between exegesis and textual criti-
cism, for in each of these three instances it is internal exegetical evidence, not exter-
nal, that is decisive in reaching a decision regarding the text.

M. Silva’s excellent investigation of the text of Galatians in the four oldest (rea-
sonably) complete witnesses (p46, Alexandrinus, Sinaiticus, Vaticanus) provides a
vivid reminder of how little information is included in our critical apparatuses, even
NA27, and how much insight can be gained from full collations of our witnesses. It is
a fruitful study of a neglected area.

F. F. Bruce discusses twelve instances of textual variation in the book of Hebrews.
In the much-discussed variation between choris and chariti in 2:9, he agrees with
many recent interpreters in concluding that chariti Theou is a secondary correction of
choris Theou but rejects the latter as the original text. He suggests it is an early mar-
ginal gloss that made its way into the text. His conclusion is a reminder that emen-
dation ought perhaps to play a larger role in NT textual criticism than it is generally
given.

This point is reinforced by S. Kubo’s examination of Heb 9:11–12. After highlight-
ing some of the di¯cult interpretive problems in this passage he concludes that one
may either make sense of the syntax, but at the expense of contradicting the central
thesis of the book, or make sense of the passage theologically, but at the expense of
syntactical coherence. He opts for the latter approach and is thus led to propose an
emendation to make sense of the syntax.

J. K. Elliott’s contribution examines some aspects of NT linguistic usage. He fo-
cuses on the position of ekeinos in the gospels and Acts, the position of the dative of
autos in John, and the use of pros me/eme in the NT.

D. S. Dockery uses the topic of “Life in the Spirit in Pauline Thought” as a means
of investigating the question of development in Paul’s theology. In the end he accepts
a perspective outlined by R. N. Longenecker. His ˜nal summary reminds us of how
much Paul modeled himself after Jesus: “Liberty comes through struggling and obe-
dience, and glory through suˆering.”

D. L. Allen applies a discourse-analysis approach to the text of Philemon. Aware
that many readers will be unfamiliar with his approach, he oˆers a helpful introduc-
tion and de˜nition of terms. The conclusions he reaches are very similar to those
achieved by other approaches (such as rhetorical criticism).

B. M. Metzger oˆers a nice overview of policies and issues faced by the NRSV
translators with regard to text, punctuation and vocabulary. It is an excellent brief
introduction to some critical aspects of this important translation.

Finally, D. A. Black takes up the di¯cult matter of translating poetry. In assert-
ing that poetry has “something to say beyond the denotative meaning of words, how-
ever di¯cult this connotative meaning may be to discern,” he rightly and helpfully
focuses our attention on a critical aspect of the translator’s task.

Readers of this stimulating collection of essays will no doubt wish to join the con-
tributors in extending congratulations to the recipient of this well-deserved tribute.

Michael Holmes
Bethel College, St. Paul, MN

The Gospel According to John: A Literary and Theological Commentary. By
Thomas L. Brodie. New York/Oxford: Oxford University, 1993, xv + 625 pp., $55.00.

The subtitle identi˜es what the author holds to be original in his approach.
Arguing that Johannine studies have in recent years split into two branches, those
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focused on historical questions and those concerned with literary questions, Brodie
for the most part opts for the latter course and links it to a theme that has been
gathering increasing attention: spirituality. In some ways his subtitle would be more
accurate if it read A Literary and Spiritual Commentary—assuming that “spiritual”
is assigned contemporary and ill-de˜ned content, rather than, say, Johannine or
Pauline content.

The foundational structure Brodie works out is de˜ned by “the most basic ele-
ments of human reality,” viz. “time,” “space,” and “the stages of life, particularly the
stages of believing.” As for time, Brodie divides the book into three parts, de˜ned by
Passover feasts: part 1, from the beginning to the ˜rst Passover (1:1–2:22); part 2,
from one Passover to the next (2:23 to chap. 6); part 3, the third year, subdivided into
two sections, viz. toward death and the ˜nal Passover (chaps. 7–12), and the ˜nal
Passover and epilogue (chaps. 13–21)—which means, of course, that mention of the
Passover is the climax of the ˜rst two sections but not of the third. As for “the
complementary role of space or geography,” Brodie draws attention to the “striking”
fact that in John’s gospel Jesus goes up to Jerusalem not once but several times.
The ˜rst such journey takes place during the feast of part 1, the second (“the feast of
the Jews,” 5:1) is set in part 2, and the third (“the feast of tents,” 7:1–14) during part
3. All of these references are “highly schematic and symbolic,” which “does not nec-
essarily mean they are unhistorical, but it highlights a dimension other than his-
tory.” This schematic movement depicts a move away from “Jerusalem” and toward
“Galilee”—away from the Jews and the cultic to the Gentiles and the spiritual.

Thematically the “central focus” of the fourth gospel is “a portrayal of the diverse
processes through which one embraces life.” Christology, as important as it is in
John, serves soteriology. Each stage, corresponding to the three parts, marks spiri-
tual advance. The ˜rst year, reported in part 1, is “the youthful stage in which life
seems positive, and believing is relatively easy.” The second “re˘ects a middle-aged
stage in which the awareness of sin and dividedness makes believing more di¯cult.”
The third “re˘ects a more advanced stage in which the shadow of death threatens
to destroy both life and belief.” This schema is worked out in conjunction with fairly
predictable treatments of community/church, eucharist, believing, and so forth. A
complementary aspect to the design of the book is that “life in general, the whole ex-
perience of a believer, is a process of descent and ascent. The life one received from
God is gradually poured out until the ˜nal descent into death, but at the same time
there can be an increasing ascent to God.”

The commentary works its way through the text with these priorities constantly
constraining the discussion. Brodie interacts brie˘y with many of the major Johan-
nine scholars from Westcott to Beasley-Murray (though some of the omissions are sur-
prising). On the whole, he cites authors in order to buttress his position. Only rarely
does he attempt an evaluation that evenhandedly weighs one of his proposals for
structure and theme with those of other scholars.

The result is a well-written commentary notable for the consistency and clarity of
its viewpoint. Scholars whose primary ˜eld is the Johannine corpus cannot aˆord to
ignore this work. Nevertheless I must draw attention to two weaknesses, one rela-
tively minor and the other very major indeed.

The relatively minor weakness is that in my view most of the major structural
and thematic choices do not stand up to close scrutiny. The gospel of John is so in-
terwoven that simple structures almost always break down under criticism. Is it
likely that a ˜rst-century book that openly advertises itself as being a witness to
Jesus and an exhortation to belief in him should be read primarily as a handbook of
spiritual progression? How do “time” and “space” relate to the substantial numbers
of literary structures Brodie largely ignores? And when the “essence of John’s theol-
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ogy” is summarized as yet one more popular twentieth-century theme—“Jesus as the
Spirit-giving healer of human dividedness”—all my antennae start sensing peculiar
combinations of reductionism and anachronism.

But the more serious problem is that this book, despite its numerous suggestive
insights, is a stellar example of much that is wrong with contemporary exegesis. It
focuses so minutely on a peculiarly narrow and well-de˜ned “reading” of a text that
it leaves the text behind. I worry about “rhetorical” or “reader-response” or “struc-
tural” or “historical” readings of this or that Biblical text—not because I do not learn
from them, but because the focus chosen is so narrow that the text is always in some
measure distorted. The best and richest exegesis habitually looks at a text from
many perspectives, even if it does not always deploy the contemporary and sometimes
heavy-handed literary jargon. Long before the rise of literary criticism, the best exe-
gesis looked for structures, themes, transitions, layering, and so forth—along with
history, theology, relation to other Biblical books, and much more. But a commentary
that selects one or two perspectives and rigidly restricts the view of the text by these
perspectives always obfuscates more than it clari˜es. One appreciates the clari˜cat-
ions but wishes they could have been embedded in a more helpful publication. Such
works win a generous proportion of positive reviews, but the biggest block of com-
mentary purchasers—namely, pastors—soon sense there is something amiss and go
back to standard commentaries. The novel approach has its ˜fteen minutes in the
sun and is soon out of print.

D. A. Carson
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deer˜eld, IL

New Bible Commentary: 21st Century Edition. Edited by D. A. Carson, R. T. France,
J. A. Motyer and G. J. Wenham. Leicester/Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1994, xiii +
1455 pp., $39.99.

This commentary, ˜rst published in 1953 and substantially revised in 1970, now
is oˆered in a third edition that is a worthy successor to its storied predecessors.
While it retains the same name, it is virtually a new work: The editors state that
“nothing remains from 1953 and little from 1970” (p. vii). The Bible text used as a base
has moved from the RSV to the NIV, 51 commentaries are entirely new, and the re-
maining 15 are thoroughly revised. The 12 introductory articles from the second edi-
tion are replaced by seven new ones. Sometimes several of the former are combined
into one of the latter. For example, revelation, canon, inspiration, authority and
hermeneutics are found in the single article on “Approaching the Bible” in the third
edition, whereas authority, revelation and inspiration—but not canon or hermeneu-
tics per se—are covered in two articles in the second edition. A few articles have
dropped out completely (e.g. ones on OT theology, wisdom, and intertestamental his-
tory). The new edition has 50 new maps and diagrams (versus nine in the second).

Forty-six contributors have produced the new edition (versus 51 in the second).
Twelve of these also contributed to the second edition. The new edition is similar to
its predecessors in its international makeup: Its contributors are primarily from
British Commonwealth countries, with a handful from the United States.

What can be said of the content and the theological stance of the new edition?
No higher compliment can be paid it than to say that, in some respects, they are
essentially the same as those found in its predecessors. That is, the same reasoned
conservative stance on critical issues and the same lucid summaries of the contents
of the respective books, with at least passing attention given to the most important
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